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2021 NA62 Status Report to the CERN SPSC

Abstract

The status of the NA62 experiment is reported. The ongoing activities on detectors and
hardware are summarised, together with our plans for the restart of data taking in July 2021.
Results of the K+ → π+νν̄ analysis based on the 2016-2018 Run1 data set are reported,
and prospects for 2021-2024 Run2 are presented. Highlights of rare and forbidden decay
analyses and exotic searches are also briefly discussed.
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1 Introduction1

Since the previous report in April 2020, the NA62 experiment analyzed the data collected in2

2018. The NA62 Run1 (2016-2018) K+ → π+νν̄ result, combining the 2018 data with the3

previous data sets, was presented at the ICHEP2020 International Conference and at a CERN4

EP Seminar in Autumn 2020, is available on arXiv [1] and has been submitted to JHEP for5

publication. The result is the most precise determination of the K+ → π+νν̄ decay rate to date6

and provides the strongest evidence so far (3.4 σ) for the existence of this process. The Run17

data also allow NA62 to achieve the best sensitivity for the search of K+ → π+X where X is8

a scalar or pseudo-scalar particle. Several other results on rare and exotic processes have been9

achieved, and published.10

The NA62 Collaboration submitted an Addendum in 2019 [2], to continue the data taking11

of the experiment during the period after CERN Accelerators Long Shutdown 2 (LS2) and12

before Long Shutdown 3 (LS3). Our physics goals for the upcoming years are to perform a13

measurement of the branching ratio of the ultra-rare K+ → π+νν̄ decay with significantly14

improved accuracy, to substantially increase the sensitivity on several rare and forbidden kaon15

decays, and to reach unprecedented sensitivity in the investigation of several Standard Model16

(SM) extensions involving faintly interacting long-lived particles. To reach these goals, the NA6217

experiment is fully committed to take data until LS3 (Run2). The NA62 experiment will restart18

data taking imminently, with a beam allocation of 168 days from July to November 2021. The19

FRC of November 2020 approved the budget for 2021, and the forecast for 2022.20

During 2020, the K+ → π+νν̄ analysis strategy has been focused on further improving21

the signal sensitivity as well as fully exploiting the existing data sets. The experiment has22

invested significant resources to improve the Monte Carlo simulation, including the simulation23

of the pileup. The preparation for the restart of data taking has progressed, despite the global24

persistent pandemic. This report offers a summary of the K+ → π+νν̄ analysis based on Run125

data, and presents our plans and prospects for Run2. Thanks to a substantial analysis effort,26

several additional physics analyses are ongoing, spanning precision measurements and searches27

for exotic processes.28

The document is structured as follows: Sections 2, 3 and 4 summarise the ongoing activities29

on the hardware, the data quality and simulation; the K+ → π+νν̄ analysis on the 2016-201830

data, and plans and prospects for Run2 are described in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 report31

current highlights of rare/forbidden decays and exotic searches, respectively. Finally, the list of32

recent publications is presented in Section 8.33

2 Status of the detector and on-going activities34

A description of the detector can be found in [3] and a schematic is shown in Fig 1.35

Despite the difficulties caused by the pandemic to the manufacture of new equipment and to36

the installation and testing of hardware and software at CERN, the collaboration will be ready37

to re-start the experiment when the SPS beam arrives in July 2021.38

Several maintenance activities and interventions have been scheduled for Spring 2021. The39

major maintenance operation concerns the vacuum system. In particular, the cryo-pumps of the40

vacuum system will undergo a thorough check and replacement of key components by an outside41

company. This will allow efficient operation of the vacuum system until LS3. This intervention42

was originally foreseen in 2020, but it has been re-scheduled for April 2021 due to COVID-19.43

In order to reduce the background contamination to the measurement of the K+ → π+νν̄ de-44

cay, it was decided to modify the beam layout upstream of the decay volume. The main changes45

are: an optimized achromat; a 4th GTK station (GTK0), placed next to GTK1; a new veto-46

counter (Veto) around the beam pipe before and after the collimator. The purpose of the Veto47
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stations placed upstream of the final collimator is to detect charged pions and photons from48

upstream kaon decays. In addition, the new hodoscope (Anti0), mainly against the muon halo49

background present in dump mode searches, has been completed and will be installed for the50

next data taking, at the entrance of the fiducial volume (see Figure 2). The Anti0 may also help51

with the reduction of background trigger rates in the kaon mode.52

The new layout (see Figure 2) has been designed after extensive simulation to quantify the53

expected background reduction (see Section 5). The position of the various beam components54

and vacuum sections in the modified beam line have been determined and the new vacuum55

sections have been produced. The new elements of the modified beam line will be installed56

in March and April 2021, including the installation of the Anti0. The fourth cooling line for57

GTK0 and the modifications to the cooling station have been completed. A pre-production of58

the scintillators for the Veto has been produced and validated. The production of the detector59

parts has started and is on track to have the Veto ready and installed before the start of data60

taking.61

Over the last several years, small leaks were found and fixed on the LKr calorimeter requiring62

detector top-up with clean krypton. The level of the liquid Krypton in the LKr detector has63

been stable since the summer of 2017, with a minor leak appearing in 2020. The leak was found64

and repaired. Twenty-four bottles of krypton, or about 400 litres of liquid, were bought in 201765

to replenish the detector and partially refill the existing storage dewar (the overall LKr volume66

of the detector is 10000 litres). It was decided to make use of these 400 litres to top-up the67

calorimeter during LS2.68

Since the supplied gas comes with ppm impurity level, it has to be purified to the ppb69

level by a series of gas-phase filters before being transferred to the detector. A small LKr time70

projection chamber was constructed to validate the purity of the krypton after the filters by71

measuring the lifetime of the drift electrons. The chamber was installed in a 2.5 litres cryogenic72

vessel placed next to the LKr in collaboration with the CERN cryogenics group. The device,73

which is triggered by scintillation light using SiPMs, measures the collected charge from a 22Na74

positron annihilation gamma ray source as a function of the electron drift time, to obtain the75

ionization electron attenuation length and estimates of the purity. In Autumn 2020 the purity76

monitor itself and the purity of the Krypton was validated: all bottles were sampled, and the77

impurity level after the filters was found to be roughly one ppb, well within requirements for78

the NA62 LKr calorimeter. The remnant contents of the storage dewar were also sampled,79

bypassing the filters, and found to be heavily contaminated. Consequently, it was decided to80

refill the detector directly via the filters, avoiding the storage dewar. Approximately 180 litres81

were then transferred to the LKr calorimeter and the rest was transferred to the Krypton storage82

dewar. Subsequent measurements will determine the level of contamination in the Krypton from83

the dewar after first passing through the filters and the procedure to adopt for transfer to the84

LKr calorimeter. In addition, a pressure sensing device connected to the DCS has been installed85

in order to monitor the leak-tightness of the two leaking flanges of the LKr system.86

2.1 Sub-Detectors87

The regular maintenance and interventions on the detector included the replacement of ageing88

SiPM in CHANTI, and the replacement of the RICH HV mainframes (two out of four were89

replaced already in April 2019), given that maintenance of the old type is no longer guaranteed90

by the manufacturer. The RICH neon quality is routinely monitored; if needed in the future,91

one full neon fill is available. The recovery of the very few problematic channels in LAVs and in92

STRAW chambers is planned for Spring 2021.93

As mentioned above, the GTK has been extended from three stations to four. Based on pre-94

vious experience, 8 detector modules per year (4 in the beam + 4 spare) are needed. Considering95
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Figure 1: Layout of the NA62 experiment. KTAG: differential Cherenkov counter; GTK: Si pixel
beam tracker; CHANTI: ring stations of scintillator bars; LAV: lead glass ring calorimeters;
STRAW: straw magnetic spectrometer; RICH: ring imaging Cherenkov counter; MUV0: off-
acceptance plane of scintillator pads; CHOD: planes of scintillator pads and slabs; IRC: inner
ring shashlik calorimeter; LKr: electromagnetic calorimeter filled with liquid Krypton; MUV1,2:
hadron calorimeter; MUV3: plane of scintillator pads for muon veto; HASC: near beam lead–
scintillator calorimeter; SAC: small angle shashlik calorimeter. In the layout, the final fixed
collimator installed in 2018 is visible, between GTK and CHANTI.

Figure 2: Schematic layout of the new achromat and beam line.
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some contingency in fabrication and operation, the fabrication of 16 new modules is planned to96

cover data taking after LS2. Orders for all the required parts have been placed and the detectors97

required for the start-up in 2021 have been assembled. Our present fabrication rate is based on98

six detector modules per year, and the detector modules (including spares) should be completed99

in 2022.100

A new high-voltage connector for the LKr detector has been developed in collaboration with101

LEMO after repeated vacuum leaks in the high-voltage feedthroughs. At present there are no102

apparent leaks and the replacement of connectors will only happen if there are new leaks. Spares103

are available for all parts of the calorimeter read out.104

The HASC has been proven to be effective as a photon veto complementary to the LAV,105

LKr, IRC and SAC calorimeters (see Section 5). Given the success of the HASC as photon veto,106

a duplication of the detector is planned, in a symmetrical position with respect to the beam axis107

The nine modules for the second HASC station have been procured and the support structure108

is completed. The modules will be installed and integrated before the start of data taking.109

The NA62 experiment was designed to tag beam kaons using a CEDAR Cherenkov detector110

filled with gaseous hydrogen as the radiator, and to this end CERN provided the necessary111

hydrogen infrastructure together with the extensive safety infrastructure required. Early simu-112

lation work showed that the CEDAR-W filled with nitrogen, for which the optics was designed to113

correct both spherical and chromatic aberrations, would meet the design specification in terms114

of efficiency and time resolution, and subsequent measurements with data have amply confirmed115

this. Because of the different chromatic dispersion of hydrogen, merely replacing nitrogen as116

the radiator in the CEDAR-W would result in a broadening of the Cherenkov cone and the117

overlapping of light from pions with that from kaons. To prevent this from happening, only118

a fraction of the kaon light could safely have been used and the reduction in the number of119

detected photo-electrons would have severely compromised the detection efficiency for kaons.120

As such, the NA62 KTAG has used the CEDAR-W filled with nitrogen for the whole of Run1.121

Using hydrogen, rather than nitrogen, as the radiator would reduce the beam-gas scattering122

and as the sensitivity of the experiment continues to increase so do the physics concerns about123

the potentially harmful effects of this scattering. In April 2019, the BE-EA group identified a124

spare CEDAR and recovered the 40-year-old design drawings, the study of which has enabled the125

former mechanical and optical knowledge to be safeguarded by CERN. Physicists working with126

the BE-EA group have designed new lenses to reduce the aberrations for a hydrogen radiator127

and, with other small modifications, have produced an overall design, called CEDAR-H, that128

maintains the high performance of the nitrogen radiator.129

With continued CERN support we are thus in a position to adapt CEDAR-H to the modern130

photo-detection system of KTAG and complete the installation for which the hydrogen infras-131

tructure was implemented. Physicists will continue to work with the BE-EA group on the optical132

alignment of CEDAR-H, which requires very high precision, and once new lenses have been in-133

stalled will take responsibility for testing CEDAR-H prior to commissioning it on the beamline.134

In light of the benefit to the experiment we will work with CERN towards installing CEDAR-H135

as soon as possible, and at the latest by 2023. Once this is done the existing CEDAR-W filled136

with nitrogen will be available as a fully operational spare to mitigate the risk of relying on such137

a unique instrument that is essential for the K+ → π+νν̄ analysis.138

2.2 TDAQ139

The preparation for the coming data taking has continued. Dry runs with experts largely working140

remotely have been organised, to investigate and address improvements to the TDAQ system.141

An addition to the L0 calorimeter trigger in terms of a condition based on total calorimetric142

energy, using information from MUV1/2, and of a di-electron trigger, based on topological143
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information from the electromagnetic clusters, is planned for late Spring 2021. The readout of144

the energy and position of the clusters, to be used by the L1 trigger, will also be commissioned145

in Spring. A GPU-based L0 trigger using RICH information is under development, to improve146

the selectivity of the trigger for rare kaon decays with an electron in the final state, and has been147

tested with simulated data. Its implementation will be first tested, in parallel to the current148

triggers, at the beginning of the data taking and then deployed once validated.149

A Trigger Burst Emulator (TRIBE) has been prepared to study the behaviour of the L0TP,150

including the emulation in high intensity conditions. The replacement of the L0TP processor151

(L0TP+) based on a more modern FPGA will be installed in parallel to the L0TP and validated152

with beam, for a possible substitution once validated.153

There have been several studies in the laboratory, using the data collected in 2018 and154

emulators, to study the rate limitations exhibited during nominal-intensity tests and improve155

the efficiency of the GTK readout, including the resilience of the firmware to intensity peaks.156

Further tests are foreseen for Spring 2021, and a version of the firmware that improves on the157

limitations will be installed before data taking. The new prototype FPGA-based TDC system158

(higher rate, no dead time) readout by the ATLAS Felix board into a computer will be installed159

for the Veto counter.160

The Run Control of the experiment has been upgraded with the addition of the new detectors.161

A detailed offline analysis of the available monitor data for the 2018 run was performed, with162

the purpose of defining useful quantities and the best procedure for an online monitor for the163

overall TDAQ efficiency. Based on this investigation, a new subsystem has been prepared in the164

Run Control, based on data collected by various subsystems and presented as a series of plots.165

This new feature has been tested in a recent dry run. The information will be available to the166

shift crew in real time and also accessible from remote.167

The Online monitor program has been rewritten to improve the speed of processing for a168

fast response and to improve the interaction of the operator with the graphics presentation,169

optimizing the quantity and the size of the histograms for a faster access.170

Several upgrades has been made to the readout infrastructure: renewing of old service com-171

puters; new network switches for a better and more reliable connection; cleanup of network172

cabling; complete cabling of CHOKE connections from the various readout units and their173

check, including a complete check-up of the CHOKE signals from the calorimeter readout; avail-174

ability of a good number of spares for TEL62 and TDCBs. The CHOKE is a warning signal175

sent by detectors when their buffers are almost full; it is detected by the L0TP, that then stops176

dispatching triggers until the critical period has ended. The importance of using the CHOKE177

lines was demonstrated in 2018, albeit with only few detectors connected, and the CHOKE178

system is now fully deployed.179

Given the fast-changing and unsettled international travel situation we have devised a scheme180

to control the experiment and take data with an optimized schedule for in-person shifts, run181

coordinators and experts. In particular, to facilitate the interaction with experts who could be182

forced to work only remotely, we are setting up a series of tools: a high quality camera installed183

in the control room, able to zoom on the various screens, to allow the remote expert to follow184

the activity of the run; an audio station connected to a computer for a reliable Zoom interaction;185

a portable camera, likely a smartphone on an helmet, wearable by the general experts in case of186

intervention in the experimental area, to allow the remote experts to follow the operation. Vital187

online data quality checking has been redesigned so that it can be also accomplished remotely.188

3 Data Quality and Data Processing189

The full 2016-2018 NA62 data set has been successfully processed in the foreseen timescale,190

using new calibration procedures and substantially improved reconstruction software.191
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The individual time resolution of KTAG and RICH is ∼ 70 ps, while for a long time the192

resulting resolution of the KTAG-RICH time difference was about 130 ps instead of the expected193

100 ps. The reason for this degradation in time resolution was finally understood and traced194

back to the non-linearity of the HPTDC chip when used in the “high-performance” mode, which195

effectively introduced a jitter with a dependence on the measured fine time. After understanding196

the root cause of the issue, a new set of corrections was introduced, which realign the event-by-197

event times depending on the event fine time. With these new corrections, the time resolution198

of the KTAG-RICH system finally reached the expected 100 ps.199

The LKr reconstruction software, a left-over from NA48 and still written in FORTRAN, has200

been fully imported to C++, substantially improving the structure and the readability. This201

work allowed us to review in detail the most hidden aspects of the code and several important202

issues which were preventing optimal performance at high beam intensity were corrected. Fur-203

thermore, the present reconstruction does not resolve well clusters occurring in the same spatial204

region but at several tens of ns away, because the fast ADC sampling time (25 ns) is comparable205

with the cluster separation. A major revision of the LKr reconstruction is in progress, aiming206

at reducing substantially the mis-reconstruction of this event topology.207

The above-mentioned improvements are essential to enable the experiment to handle the208

higher beam intensity proposed for 2021. The estimate of the expected data rates and resources209

needed for the 2021-25 data taking is based on 2018 data. In 2021-25 we expect similar rates of210

raw data despite the higher intensity, as the L0 bandwidth was saturated in 2018. This means211

that the total data size should scale with the number of days NA62 will be receiving beam. For212

2021, 168 days of data taking have been assigned to NA62 (compared to 218 days in 2018).213

For the following years we assume an assignment similar to 2018. From the latest processing214

of 2018 data, in which the so-called “Slim Persistency” (a reduced output format introduced in215

2019) was fully employed, we find that the output which goes to EOS is about 61% of the raw216

data size; during the processing itself some intermediate files of larger size are kept, but these217

are removed at the end. With these assumptions, a total raw data size to CTA of 1660 TB218

is expected for 2021, and 2150 TB for each of the years 2022-2025, with a total size of about219

15 PB at the end of 2025 for all the data taken in 2014-2025. For EOS we project that about220

1 PB will be needed for the 2021 data, and additional 1.3 PB for each of the following years.221

Additionally, some dedicated EOS space will be needed to accommodate the change in the tape222

writing scheme, due to the transition from CASTOR to CTA, as we have fully migrated from223

CASTOR to CTA in March 2021. Taking all of the above into account, at the end of 2025 NA62224

data is expected to occupy about 10 PB of EOS space. NA62 total allocation at the beginning225

of March 2021 was 4 PB, which was almost fully occupied by the processing outputs. In the226

short term, and for the preparation of the 2021 data taking, an increase of 1 PB was requested227

to CERN IT, which was granted shortly after and fully applied on the 11th of March 2021. On228

that occasion, we also asked for an additional 1 PB to be applied later in the year, and such229

request was also approved. As for processing power (HTCondor) we expect that no additional230

resources are needed, i.e. our current quota assignments will be sufficient.231

All these future projections will be refined, in particular after the number of allocated beam232

days in every single year will be known. We would like to express our gratitude to the IT233

Department for their support and expertise in assisting the needs of the experiment, and in234

particular to Xavier Espinal and Bernd Panzer-Steindel, for the excellent support and services235

provided to NA62.236

4 Monte Carlo simulation237

The Monte Carlo (MC) software was significantly improved and extended in functionality during238

last year. In order to obtain a much higher statistics in MC productions for specific needs,239
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several new biasing methods were introduced. Some of them exploit Geant4-based techniques to240

enhance the cross-section of certain rare processes: the simulation of rare inelastic interactions241

in the GTK, requested for a more effective background reduction and estimation in the K+ →242

π+νν̄ analysis, or the K+ → π+π0 sample with enhanced photon conversion in the STRAWS for243

the ongoing π0 → e+e− analysis are examples of this category. Others, instead, act directly at244

the decay generator level (phase space, capped lifetimes) to generate only the interesting events,245

as in the case of the simulation of biased K+ → π+π0 decays with at least a photon emitted in246

the small-angle veto region, or in the case of K+ → µ+ν decays with capped muon lifetime and247

subsequent µ+ → e+νν decay.248

Another improvement, though the validation is ongoing, is the replacement of the K12 beam-249

line simulation with G4beamline by a recent detailed model employing the BDSIM software [4].250

The BDSIM software is based on Geant4, incorporating most of its flexibility but being optimized251

for the specific use case of accelerators. It thus provides accelerator-relevant analysis output and252

settings, as well as a proper treatment of magnetic field maps. The BDSIM model of the K12253

beamline has been created and is maintained by the BE-EA group. The K12 simulation will254

provide the necessary beam background input to NA62MC via the proton-on-target/-on-TAX255

collision simulation and propagation of all particles to the NA62 experiment entry. In addition,256

it allows for studies to reduce the muon flux in the detector, for kaon beam and beam dump257

modes; such studies are currently being performed in collaboration with the BE-EA group.258

The NA62 MC production is performed in two steps: firstly, the generation of the physics259

and the subsequent propagation of particles through the detectors; secondly, the digitization260

with the following reconstruction. Since the digitization and reconstruction software version261

changes more often than the geometry or the generators, due to the iterative validation process262

with data, an automatic re-processing framework was set up, based on the existing re-processing263

framework for data. This allows for re-reconstructing the existing MC samples on short time264

scales without needing to regenerate new productions, and for executing automatic calibration265

steps, similar to those performed for data. In order to reduce the output file size, a so-called266

“slim” format was introduced for MC, in a similar way as it was done already for data. To267

monitor the quality of MC productions, a web-based comparison tool has been created, that268

publishes the relevant distributions for each detector and common decay selections. In addition269

a regular monitoring of the acceptances of particular decay channels is performed as soon as a270

new revision is released.271

In preparations for Run 2, the simulation is being finalized, incorporating the new detectors272

(Veto counter, Anti0, HASC2) and the modified beam line configuration.273

5 Status of the K+ → π+νν̄ analysis274

The theoretical prediction of the K+ → π+νν̄ decay branching ratio is subject only to a small275

uncertainty [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. This decay is among the most promising modes to search for276

non-Standard-Model signals in flavour physics, as it probes higher mass scales than other rare277

meson decays, and several models foresee deviations from Standard Model predictions [11, 12,278

13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].279

Data taken in 2018 have been fully analysed, and the preliminary result was reported at the280

ICHEP2020 conference [21] together with the combination of the results from the 2016 and 2017281

analyses. The final result has been released recently [1] and submitted to JHEP. The branching282

ratio, measured on the 2016-2018 (Run1) data sets, is:283

B(K+ → π+νν̄) =
(
10.6+4.0

−3.4

∣∣
stat
± 0.09syst)× 10−11 at 68%CL. (1)

The result is the most precise determination of the K+ → π+νν̄ decay rate to date and provides284

the strongest evidence so far for the existence of this process.285
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The K+ → π+νν̄ analysis (“PNN analysis”) was carried out on a K+ → π+νν̄ triggered286

data stream (“PNN data”), as in the 2016-2017 analyses. Minimum-bias data were also used287

for normalization and background studies.288

The 2018 analysis took advantage of an overall optimization of the analysis with respect to289

that of the 2016-2017 data. The improvements led to a sizable increase in the signal acceptance,290

while keeping the same level of signal-over-background ratio. The best analysis performance291

was obtained for data collected after June 2018, which profited from the newly installed final292

collimator. This sample corresponds to about 80% of the 2018 data and is referred to as S2293

below; the sample of data collected before June 2018 is referred as S1.294

Table 1 shows a comparison of the 2016, 2017 and 2018 analysis performances. The invariant295

mass squared of the νν̄ pair, also termed m2
miss, characterizes the kinematics of signal and296

background events. Denoting pπ the π+ momentum, the plane (pπ,m
2
miss) was divided in regions.297

The signal was looked for into two regions, called Region 1 (0 < m2
miss < 0.01 GeV2/c4) and298

Region 2 (above 0.026 < m2
miss < 0.068 GeV2/c4). Depending on the type of events, the other299

regions were used for background normalization (“background region”) or to test the background300

prediction (“control regions”).301

5.1 Optimization of the K+ → π+νν̄ selection302

Several improvements in the 2018 selection criteria led to the increase of signal acceptance with303

respect to the 2017 analysis.304

The pπ range of the accepted events in Region 2 was extended from 35 to 45 GeV/c. The305

power-like increase of the K+ → µ+ν background with pπ prevented a similar extension for306

Region 1. The 15–45 GeV/c pπ range was divided in 6 momentum bins, 5 GeV/c wide, and the307

selection criteria optimized in each bin separately.308

The cuts on the longitudinal position of the reconstructed K+ decay vertex (Zvtx) defining309

the fiducial volume (FV) depended on the π+ momentum bin. The FV of events with pπ <310

20 GeV/c was decreased to reduce the K+ → π+π0 background. The FV of S2 events with pπ311

from 20 to 35 GeV/c was extended by 5 m downstream towards the first STRAW chamber. A312

condition on the maximum Zvtx versus π+ momentum applied in previous analyses against the313

K+ → π+π+π− events was released. All these modifications led to an overall increase of the314

FV in 2018.315

The analysis of the 2016–2017–2018(S1) relied on the π+ position at the transverse plane of316

the final collimator (xcol, ycol) to suppress upstream events. This required the rejection of events317

falling outside a rectangular (xcol, ycol) region centred on the beam axis and 100×400 mm2 wide.318

The y cut was driven by the geometry of the old adjustable collimator, that in data prior to S2319

left central corridors along y through which π+ mesons produced upstream could enter the FV.320

This rectangular cut, also called “box cut”, contributed to about 40% of signal loss and did not321

leave any room for optimization of the upstream events rejection. The final collimator installed322

in June 2018 prevented π+ mesons produced upstream from entering the FV from above or323

below the collimator beam hole, giving room to reduce the box cut. This allowed the use of324

additional variables against upstream events, namely the x, y, z coordinates of the decay vertex,325

the π+ track slopes and positions at the first STRAW chamber. Therefore, the selection of S2326

events exploited a newly developed Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) algorithm that took over the327

role of the box cut.328

The negligible background from kaon decays with µ+ or e+ in Region 2 achieved in the329

2016–2017 analyses allowed for an educated softening of the conditions of π+ identification330

in the 2018 data analysis. The π+ identification criteria with calorimeters and RICH were331

optimized separately for each bins of π+ momentum and for S1 and S2. In addition, the 2018332

analysis profited from an improved training of the BDT classifier that exploited calorimetric333
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Table 1: Summary of the analyses of the 2016, 2017 and 2018 data. SES indicates the single
event sensitivity. The numbers of expected signal events assume a SM signal branching ratio
equal to (8.4±1.0)×10−11; the uncertainties on the expected signals do not include the error on
the SM branching ratio. Observed candidates are the number of events in signal regions R1+R2
after the PNN selection. Signal acceptance does not include the contributions that cancel in
the ratio to the normalization acceptance when computing the SES, like detector efficiencies;
the uncertainty on the signal acceptance is dominated by the efficiency for particle identification
and K/π association that largely cancel after normalization. RV (Random Veto) efficiency is the
efficiency to select signal events after applying photon and multiplicity rejection criteria. The
effective number of K+ decays is inferred from the number of normalization events, without
considering acceptance effects that cancel between signal and normalization. The third group
of rows lists the different contributions to the total estimated background.

S2 2018 S1 2018 2017 2016

SES×1010 0.14± 0.01 0.54± 0.04 0.389± 0.024 3.15± 0.24

Signal expected (SM) 6.02± 0.39 1.56± 0.10 2.16± 0.13 0.27± 0.20

Background expected 4.31+0.91
−0.72 1.11+0.40

−0.22 1.46± 0.33 0.152+0.093
−0.035

Candidates observed (R1+R2) 15 2 2 1

Signal acceptance ×102 6.4± 0.6 4.0± 0.4 3.0± 0.3 4.0± 0.4

Trigger efficiency 0.89± 0.05 0.89± 0.05 0.87± 0.03 0.90± 0.03

RV efficiency 0.66± 0.01 0.66± 0.01 0.64± 0.01 0.76± 0.04

Effective K+ decays ×10−12 ∼ 1.9 ∼ 0.8 ∼ 1.5 ∼ 0.12

K+ → π+π0(γ) 0.52± 0.05 0.23± 0.02 0.29± 0.04 0.064± 0.009

K+ → µ+ν(γ) 0.45± 0.06 0.19± 0.06 0.15± 0.04 0.020± 0.007

K+ → π+π−e+ν 0.41± 0.10 0.10± 0.03 0.12± 0.08 0.013+0.019
−0.013

K+ → π+π+π− 0.17± 0.08 0.05± 0.02 0.008± 0.008 0.002± 0.002

K+ → π+γγ < 0.01 < 0.01 0.005± 0.005 < 0.002

K+ → π0`+ν (` = µ, e) < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

Upstream background 2.76+0.90
−0.70 0.54+0.39

−0.21 0.89± 0.31 0.050+0.090
−0.030
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variables to distinguish π+ from µ+ and e+.334

Photon rejection in LAV exploited in-time activity only in stations downstream of the K+
335

decay vertex, contrary to the 2016-2017 analyses where all stations were considered. Studies336

on 2017 data showed that this new condition did not affect the upstream background. The337

new LAV veto criteria led to ∼5% absolute reduction of random signal losses (“random veto”).338

Besides, a new BDT classifier exploiting the nature of the energy release in LAV was studied339

to further optimize photon rejection. However, LAVs are relevant also to suppress events with340

multi-charged particles in final state, against which the BDT required a specific training that is341

currently under study.342

The multi-charged particle rejection profited from a new algorithm to reconstruct track343

segments in the STRAW chambers. Track segments are efficient to veto events with additional344

charged particles missing two chambers for acceptance reasons. Compared to the previous345

algorithm developed in 2015, the new algorithm, optimized on 2017 data, allowed for a 3%346

absolute reduction of the random veto in 2018.347

5.2 Signal and background measurements348

The strategies to measure the single event sensitivity and to estimate the background were349

similar to those adopted in the 2017 analysis.350

K+ → π+π0 decays selected kinematically served for signal normalization. The measure-351

ment of the trigger efficiency exploited samples of K+ decays selected on minimum bias data.352

Normalization and signal acceptances resulted from MC simulations that included pileup activ-353

ity in the detectors upstream of the fiducial volume. A sample of K+ → µ+ν decays allowed354

for the measurement of the signal losses due to random veto on data. As a consequence of the355

improvements on photon rejection described in Section 5.1, the fraction of signal lost because356

of random veto compared favourably with that of 2017 despite the higher beam intensity of the357

2018 data.358

The K+ → π+π0 and K+ → µ+ν background evaluation relied on data. The method ex-359

ploited the independence between photon rejection and particle identification on one side and360

the kinematical definition of signal regions on the other side. Events of PNN data remaining in361

the K+ → π+π0 and K+ → µ+ν background regions after PNN selection were used for nor-362

malization. Minimum-bias data provided the measurement of the extrapolation factors (m2
miss363

kinematic tails) from background to signal regions. A new procedure was developed to measure364

the kinematics tails of K+ → µ+ν events. This procedure increased the statistical uncertainty365

of the estimated K+ → µ+ν background, but avoided systematic effects due to the correlation366

between kinematics and particle identification.367

Evaluation of the K+ → π+π+π− background relied on MC to measure the extrapolation368

factor from background to signal region, and on PNN data in the corresponding background369

region for background normalization. The larger K+ → π+π+π− background in 2018 required370

the development of a more accurate procedure for evaluation, compared to that of the previous371

analyses. Background from the K+ → π+π−e+ν decay was estimated from MC normalized to372

K+ → π+π0 events. The larger background in 2018 than in 2016-2017 was a side effect of the373

modified selection criteria.374

The evaluation of the upstream background followed the data-driven method developed for375

the 2017 analysis. The probability of K/π association in upstream events was measured using an376

upstream-enriched data sample selected by removing the CHANTI veto criteria. The background377

was normalized to a sample of upstream events selected on PNN data without requiring K/π378

association, separately for each bin of the difference of the K+ time measured in KTAG and379

GTK. Accurate studies of the systematic effects due to the modelling of the K/π mis-matching380

probability were possible in 2018, thanks to the higher statistics available.381
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Figure 3: Reconstructed m2
miss as a function of π+ momentum after applying the signal selection

to the S1 and S2 subsets. The background regions are displayed using light grey dots. The
regions with the solid black markers adjacent to the background regions are the control regions.
The numbers next to these regions are the expected number of background events (in brackets)
and the observed number (without brackets).

The larger 2018 data-sets allowed statistically meaningful tests of the background predictions382

as a function of pπ in control samples and control regions. Control samples were used to test the383

predictions for K+ → π+π−e+ν and the upstream backgrounds, and were selected by inverting384

cuts relevant for the suppression of the corresponding background. The tests were performed385

after the completion of the background evaluation, following the rules of a blind analysis. The386

numbers of events observed in all control regions (see Figure 3) and control samples [1] were387

statistically compatible with expectations.388

5.3 Statistical treatment389

Figure 4 (left) shows the observed events in the signal regions. The statistical analysis of the390

result followed the approach of a counting experiment. The shape of the m2
miss was not used391

because of the uncertainty in the modelling of m2
miss of the upstream background. The p−value392

of the observed events in the signal regions under the background-only hypothesis provided an393

evidence at 3.4σ significance for the K+ → π+νν̄ decay.394

The 2018 data were divided in 7 categories: 1 category for S1 and 6 categories corresponding395

to the 6 pπ bins for S2. The 2016-2017 results were then added as two separate categories.396

The measurement of the branching ratio was extracted using a maximum likelihood fit to the397

9 categories. Expected backgrounds and the single event sensitivity were included in the fit as398

nuisance parameters.399

5.3.1 Limits on K+ → π+X decay rate400

The result was also interpreted in terms of K+ → π+X decay, where X can be an invisible scalar401

or pseudo-scalar particle predicted in BSM models at low energies. The analysis in this case402
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followed the strategy of a mass peak search, developed for the analysis of the 2017 data [22].403

The dominant background to the K+ → π+X decay is the K+ → π+νν̄ decay itself. The404

search is performed with a fully frequentist hypothesis test using a shape analysis with m2
miss405

observable and an un-binned profile likelihood ratio test statistics. Upper limits on K+ → π+X406

branching ratio excluding X at 90% CL for each X mass hypothesis are derived according to the407

CLs method. This result can be interpreted in several models predicting X particles. Figure 4408

(right) shows the exclusion plot for models in which X is a dark sector scalar mixing with the409

SM Higgs field according to the mixing parameter sin2θ. The region excluded from the recently410

published search for invisible π0 decays is also shown.411

5.4 Plans and prospects for Run2412

The PNN analysis strategy is currently under revision in view of the upcoming data taking. The413

goal is to increase the signal acceptance while decreasing the background. Current studies focus414

on: the tuning of the analysis at full intensity; the development of more performant algorithms415

to improve specific areas of the analysis; background reduction using the new detectors, to be416

installed before July 2021.417

The tuning of the analysis for the full intensity follows two paths. The first one is the418

reduction of the random veto losses that depend linearly on the beam intensity; the second one419

is the identification and modification of those parts of the analysis that show a dependence on420

the intensity, beside the random veto.421

5.4.1 Random veto studies422

The fraction of events lost because of random veto is measured on data using samples of K+ →423

µ+ν decays. The most relevant random veto effect as a function of the beam intensity is due424

to the photon rejection in the LKr. The main losses come from the width of the time windows425

(depending on the cluster energy), as large as ±40 ns, to veto events with LKr clusters with426

energies above 10 GeV. Despite the sub-nanosecond LKr time resolution, such width is necessary427
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because random clusters spatially overlapping with in-time clusters can result in time mis-428

reconstructions. Areas of possible improvements have been identified, and a major revision of the429

LKr reconstruction is ongoing, as mentioned in Section 3. First tests of the new reconstruction430

show a significantly improved capability to resolve spatially overlapping clusters separated in431

time, that can result in a reduction in the size of the veto timing windows. Independently from432

the revision of the reconstruction, algorithms based on Neural Network applied to computer433

vision are under study to identify and veto in-time clusters super-imposed on random activity in434

the LKr. Computer vision models based on SSD object detection algorithms [26], that make use435

of machine learning architectures like ResNet [24] or MobileNet [25], have been tested on 2017-18436

data events with overlapping in-time and out-of-time activity. Preliminary results suggest the437

possibility to reduce the veto timing windows by at least a factor 4 for high energetic clusters,438

while keeping the same level of photon rejection efficiency. This alone would result in about439

15-20% relative reduction of the LKr random veto losses. The combined use of the new LKr440

reconstruction and of the NN algorithm is envisaged to reduce the random veto losses in LKr441

up to a factor 2.442

Studies, started last year, on the BDT to reject photons in the LAV are progressing. The443

main focus is to find an appropriate training sample that includes features to also reject events444

with multi-charged particles in the final state. The possibility to use overlay Monte Carlo [23]445

for this purpose is under study.446

5.4.2 Signal acceptance increase447

Intensity effects on signal acceptance beside random veto are investigated with the overlay448

MC [23]. Several studies are on-going to validate the overlay MC with data. The measurement of449

the fraction of events lost because of random veto is a powerful tool for this purpose. Preliminary450

results show that the overlay MC reproduces within 15% relative precision the drop of signal451

efficiency observed in data due to random losses as a function of the intensity. A detailed452

investigation of the spatial distribution of the random particles is on-going.453

A first attempt to run the PNN analysis on overlay K+ → π+νν̄ MC did not reveal selec-454

tion criteria particularly vulnerable to beam intensity. In addition, the overlay MC study has455

indicated the following areas where improvements in the K+ → π+νν̄ acceptance are possible:456

timing conditions, K/π association, fiducial volume definition, particle identification.457

The timing conditions between Gigatracker, KTAG and CHOD detectors will be reviewed458

and consequently the impact of the CHOD detectors to the PNN analysis reduced.459

A revision of the K/π association criteria is on-going in view of the expected reduction of the460

upstream background. The presence of an accidental beam track taking the role of the missing461

parent K+ track is a feature of the upstream background, which motivates the tight association462

criteria. After the reduction of the upstream background by the new Veto, the K/π association463

is expected to have an impact mainly on the K+ → π+π0 and K+ → µ+ν backgrounds. Here,464

the backgrounds arise because the m2
miss can be mis-reconstructed if an accidental beam particle465

has by chance a better matching quality than the parent K+. However, the use of both the466

best and second-best association quality for GTK tracks is a powerful tool to allow a softening467

of the conditions while keeping the same level of background rejection. Preliminary studies468

show that it is possible to recover some % of relative signal acceptance from K/π association,469

independently of beam intensity.470

The reduction of the upstream background could also lead to an increase of the fiducial471

volume. This possibility is studied with a softening of the upstream reduction criteria based472

on the BDT algorithm developed for the 2018 data analysis. The fiducial volume will increase473

towards the last GTK station. However this requires an accurate investigation of the background474

from particle interactions in the last GTK station, which is currently on-going.475
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with momentum in the 15 to 50 GeV/c range. The newly developed CNN method is shown in
red and the existing BDT based approach is indicated in blue. Those curves were obtained with
the 2018 data set.

A new algorithm for particle identification with the calorimeter based on NN has been devel-476

oped. Particle identification, particularly µ+/π+ separation, is crucial to NA62 measurements477

of K+ → π+νν and is based primarily on RICH and calorimetry information. A new machine478

learning (ML) algorithm has been developed to extract particle identification (PID) information479

directly from the raw calorimeter hits. Previously, a boosted decision tree (BDT) approach480

based on reconstructed quantities was used.481

High purity samples of events with a single muon, pion or electron track in the detector482

acceptance were extracted from the 2016, 2017 and 2018 NA62 data for the training and val-483

idation of the ML methods. An independent test sample was set aside and used for the final484

evaluation of the models. Easily identified muon events are filtered out at the beginning of the485

processing pipeline in order for the ML algorithm to focus on the most difficult cases to classify.486

A convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture based on the ResNet-18 network [24] was487

found to achieve the best µ+/π+ separation.488

As shown in Figure 5, the evaluation of the method on an independent test data set indicates489

that the overall pion ID efficiency can be increased from 72% to 92% in the 15 to 50 GeV/c490

track momentum range while keeping the muon mis-ID probability at 1 × 10−5. The positron491

mis-ID probability (not shown) is slightly improved. The new method will be applied to future492

analyses.493

5.4.3 Background reduction494

As anticipated in the previous Sections, improvements to the NA62 experimental setup are495

foreseen from 2021 aiming to further suppress the upstream background and the background496

from K+ → π+π0 decays.497

The upstream background will be addressed by modifying the beam line region upstream498
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of the third station of the GTK. Simulation studies validated on data indicate that the major499

source of the upstream background originates from K+ → π+π0 and K+ → π+π+π− decays500

inside the two magnets, B5 and B6, of the achromat used to measure the K+ momentum. The501

charged π+ is then transported inside the fiducial region and the rest of the decay products are502

absorbed by the material upstream of the last GTK station. An accidental track is selected in503

the GTK and matched to the π+ creating a background source. The new Veto counter, designed504

to detect these decays, comprises three layers of scintillating tiles read out by SiPMs, alternated505

with absorber layers, to provide optimal sensitivity for photon and pion detection. The first506

two scintillating layers will be placed upstream of the final collimator. The third layer will be507

placed downstream of the final collimator to reduce random veto coming from the beam µ halo.508

In addition, the B5 and B6 magnets will be moved upstream to allow sufficient space for the509

decay products to exit the beam pipe before the position of the first two Veto planes, so they510

can be efficiently detected. A new GTK station will be added in front of the present GTK1511

which will improve the treatment of accidental activity in the GTK and help further reduce the512

upstream background by improving the GTK time resolution and efficiency. The suppression513

factor of these modifications to the NA62 experimental setup will reduce the amount of upstream514

background by three to ten times, making the upstream background contribution subdominant515

with respect to the kaon decays component. A particular benefit of the upstream background516

reduction is that this leads to an overall more precisely known background. Because the kaon517

decays background is estimated with better accuracy than the upstream, the reduction of the518

upstream background gives the possibility to optimize the selection, allowing more background519

in the signal region, while simultaneously increasing the signal acceptance. To this end, the520

precise reconstruction of the distribution of the m2
miss of the background from kaon decays521

opens the possibility to extract the branching ratio from a fit to m2
miss for each momentum522

category, therefore boosting further the sensitivity to the signal.523

Another detector will be added downstream of the muon veto (MUV3) and upstream of the524

beam dump. This detector has the same structure as the existing HASC and will be placed on525

the other side of the beam pipe at the same z location. The detector will provide suppression526

of electrons produced by interactions of high energy photons with the RICH beam pipe. The527

resulting electrons propagate inside the beam pipe and exit after they are deflected by the last528

dipole that transports the positively charged beam to the beam dump. The detection of the529

electrons will provide up to two-fold suppression of high energy photons and improve the π0530

rejection at low π+ momentum. This will reduce the K+ → π+π0 background, which is the531

dominant source of K+ decays background for the K+ → π+νν̄ measurement.532

6 Rare and forbidden decays533

A number of pre-scaled auxiliary trigger chains operating along with the main K+ → π+νν̄534

trigger allowed for a broad rare decay physics programme. Multi-track L0 triggers for collection535

of K+ decays to lepton pairs (i.e. di-muon, di-electron and muon-electron pairs) are based on536

RICH and CHOD multiplicity requirements, as well as the total LKr energy deposit and MUV3537

signal multiplicity conditions. The corresponding L1 trigger performs beam kaon identification538

by the KTAG and online reconstruction of a negatively charged track in the spectrometer. The539

data set collected in 2016–18 with the di-muon trigger is equivalent to 3× 1012 kaon decays in540

the vacuum tank upstream of STRAW1, while the data sets collected with the di-electron and541

electron-muon triggers are each equivalent to 1012 kaon decays. Additional data sets collected542

with minimum bias trigger conditions are equivalent to over 1010 kaon decays.543

The record size of the dataset is complemented by the excellent kinematic resolution, par-544

ticle identification and photon veto capabilities of the NA62 detector, leading to favourable545

background conditions. This allows for measurements of a broad range of K+ and π0 decays,546
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of B(K+ → π+µ+µ−) with the earlier results.

which are in most cases based on the world’s largest samples of these decays. Significant efforts547

go into the validation and improvement of the simulation of the detector response, aiming to548

understand and reduce the systematic uncertainties on these measurements.549

The collaboration presented preliminary results from the study of the flavour-changing neu-550

tral current decay K+ → π+µ+µ− at the ICHEP 2020 conference [27]. The analysis is based551

on a sample of 2.8× 104 decay candidates selected from the complete 2016–18 dataset collected552

with the di-muon trigger. The obtained values of form factor parameters and the branching553

fraction are554

a+ = −0.592± 0.015, b+ = −0.669± 0.058, B(K+ → π+µ+µ−) = (9.27± 0.11)× 10−8.

The results improve the precision of the previous leading measurement [28] by more than a555

factor 2 (Fig. 6), and are consistent with lepton flavour universality [29] when compared to the556

results of the K+ → π+e+e− measurements [30, 31]. A paper is in preparation.557

A new measurement of the helicity-suppressed ratio Γ(K+ → e+ν)/Γ(K+ → µ+ν) [32]558

aims to improve on the sub-percent precision of the current best measurement [33] which would559

provide an important test of lepton flavour universality. The main trigger stream is used in560

the analysis, and the collected sample of K+ → e+ν decays is several times larger than in the561

best measurement. Several measurements of radiative K+ decays are in progress, providing562

precision tests of the predictions of Chiral Perturbation Theory describing low energy weak563

processes. These include the rare K+ → π+γγ decay [34] and the radiative decays K+ → e+νγ564

and K+ → π0e+νγ [35, 36] recorded by the pre-scaled control and non-muon triggers, as well565

as the K+ → π+π+π−γ [37], K+ → π+γe+e− [38] and K+ → `+1 ν`
+
2 `

−
2 (with `1,2 = e, µ) [35]566

decays recorded with the multi-track trigger and lepton pair triggers. NA62 has collected world’s567

largest samples of all these decays.568

Studies of neutral pion decays π0 → e+e− and π0 → e+e−γ are also in progress. Both569

decays proceed via the π0 → γ∗γ∗ vertex, described by the transition form factor which enters570

the computations of the hadronic light-by-light scattering contributing to the muon anomalous571

magnetic moment [39]. The measurement of B(π0 → e+e−) also aims to resolve the existing572

2σ tension between the SM theoretical prediction [40] and the latest experimental result [41].573
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The π0 → e+e−γ analysis aims to improve of the measurements of the decay rate and transition574

form factor [42].575

A comprehensive programme of searches for lepton number and lepton flavour violating K+
576

decays is advancing. Following a publication of world-leading upper limits of the K+ → π−`+`+577

decay rates [43], new upper limits (at 90% CL) of the K+ → π±µ∓e+ decay rates based on the578

full 2016–18 dataset have been announced at the ICHEP 2020 conference [44]:579

B(K+ → π−µ+e+) < 4.2× 10−11,

B(K+ → π+µ−e+) < 6.6× 10−11,

improving by an order of magnitude over the previous limits obtained by BNL experiments. A580

paper in preparation will also report a search for the lepton flavour violating π0 → µ−e+ decay.581

The programme of searches for heavy neutral lepton (N) production in K+ → e+N and582

K+ → µ+N decays with the full 2016–18 dataset has been completed. The final results have583

been published [45, 46], along with the new O(10−6) upper limits of the branching ratios of584

the K+ → µ+ννν̄ and K+ → µ+νX decays, where X is an invisible scalar or vector hidden-585

sector mediator. The model-independent upper limits obtained on the lepton mixing parameters586

|Ue4|2 and |Uµ4|2, shown in Fig. 7, improve on the previous limits from both production decay587

searches [47], and partially saturate the range allowed by the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN)588

constraint [48].589

A detailed evaluation of rare decay trigger purity and efficiency has been carried out with590

the 2016–18 data and a full trigger simulation. This has led to the optimisation of the rare591

decay trigger chains for post-LS2 data collection, including reduction of the number of trigger592

chains and adjustment of L0 multiplicity requirements. Further improvements to the trigger593

purity are expected due to the inclusion of the Anti0 detector, installed during LS2, into the L0594
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trigger system. We expect that these refinements will allow the continuation of rare decay data595

collection at the increased luminosity with lower downscaling factors than in 2018.596

7 Exotic processes597

Thanks to its high intensity beam and detector performance (redundant particle-identification598

capability, extremely efficient veto system and high resolution measurements of momentum,599

time, and energy), NA62 can achieve sensitivities to long-lived light mediators in a variety of600

new-physics scenarios.601

In 2020, the analysis of data taken with parasitic triggers and in the so-called beam-dump602

(BD) configuration progressed. In this document, as an example we will discuss specifically the603

progress in the background modelling for the search for ALP to di-photon decays.604

A statistics equivalent to a few 1016 protons on target (POT) has been collected in BD mode,605

to allow a first, comprehensive search for exotic particle decays. The search for ALP decays to606

two photons is particularly advanced and should allow the exploration of a new region of the607

parameter space [49]. Two main sources of background have been identified:608

• Muon-halo-initiated showers producing photons in the beam elements just upstream of the609

NA62 decay volume; these can pollute the sample for total LKr energies below 20 GeV;610

• Tertiary production of KS or Λ decaying to neutral final states, which can mimic the ALP611

signal for LKr energies above 20 GeV.612

The challenging task of achieving an a priori background estimate has been tackled using bi-613

ased simulation techniques, also exploiting studies ongoing within the recently restarted Physics614

Beyond Colliders effort. For the first source, the background estimate is being evaluated using615

control samples with in-time activity detected by the upstream LAV stations. For the second616

source, secondary K+ mesons produced in the TAX and surviving up to the last elements of617

the beam line upstream of the decay volume are simulated. These K+ can produce KS and Λ618

tertiaries in the so-called final collimator. Preliminary results show agreement between the dis-619

tribution shapes for data and expected background within the statistical uncertainties, when the620

decays KS → π+π− and Λ → π−p are reconstructed. The distributions of the KS momentum621

and vertex Z-coordinate are shown in Fig. 8 for data and simulation.622

A statistics equivalent to a few 1017 protons on target (POT) has been collected in parasitic623

mode to allow searches for exotic particle decays to di-muon pairs. The analysis of these data624

have shown that both the background from accidental activity and that from in-time track pairs625

is well under control. The sensitivity achievable with a future data set corresponding to a few626

1018 POT would considerably improve on that of the present data set. The improvement in halo627

background rejection obtained thanks to the new Anti0 hodoscope is under evaluation.628

The possibility of collecting around 1018 POT during the data taking in 2021 with a BD con-629

figuration has triggered a number of readiness studies. On one side, simple and easily reversible630

optimizations of the beam line have been defined, guaranteeing a reduction of the muon-halo631

background by a factor of 4 at the trigger level, see [50] for details. On the other side, an im-632

proved trigger setup has been defined, guaranteeing acceptance to visible exotic-particle decays633

both to charged and neutral final states, in a wider exotic mass range than before. The charged634

modes will be triggered requiring two or more in-time CHOD tiles, thus allowing sensitivity from635

the start of the kinematic threshold. The neutral modes will be triggered requiring one or more636

LKr energy deposits, with a threshold low enough to allow collection of a muon control sample to637

be exploited for quick monitoring of the efficiency of the charged trigger. The data set collected638

should allow sensitivities well beyond the past experiments for several model-dependent [51] and639

model-independent [52] physics cases.640
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Figure 8: Distributions from reconstructed KS → π+π− decays: momentum (left) and Z-
coordinate of the decay vertex (right). Data corresponding to 1.6×1016 POT (117 events, black
dots, error bars statistical only) are compared to simulation data obtained from a combination
of the G4BeamLine and NA62MC Monte Carlo software (red, normalized to the data integral).

8 Publication of NA62 data641

Since the last NA62 SPSC review in April 2020, the collaboration has completed the following642

publications:643

• E. Cortina Gil et al. (NA62 collab.), An investigation of the very rare K+ → π+νν decay,644

JHEP 11 (2020) 42.645

• E. Cortina Gil et al. (NA62 collab.), Search for heavy neutral lepton production in the646

K+ decays to positrons, Phys. Lett. B807 (2020) 135599.647

• E. Cortina Gil et al. (NA62 collab.), Search for π0 decays to invisible particles, JHEP 02648

(2021) 201.649

• E. Cortina Gil et al. (NA62 collab.), Search for a feebly interacting particle X in the decay650

K+ → π+X, JHEP 03 (2021) 058.651

• E. Cortina Gil et al. (NA62 collab.), Search for K+ decays to a muon and invisible652

particles, CERN-EP-2021-018, arXiv:2101.12304, accepted by PLB.653

• E. Cortina Gil et al. (NA62 collab.), Measurement of the very rare K+ → π+νν decay,654

CERN-EP-2021-050 and arXiv:2103.15389, submitted to JHEP.655

The collaboration is actively contributing to major International Conferences and topical656

Workshops with recently published or preliminary physics results from NA62 and NA48/2 data657

analyses. In the past year (May 2020 to April 2021), the collaboration speakers presented 20658

plenary talks and 12 parallel talks. Although reduced with respect to the previous report, the659

number of contributions is still considerable given the pandemic situation and its impact on660

physics conferences. In particular, NA62 contributed with several results and presentations to661

the ICHEP2020 Conference. More contributions are already foreseen in future 2021 Confer-662

ences.663
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